
Cognitech’s patents mean that no other software can offer the vast array of patented filters 

and capabilities that Video Investigator™ offers its users.

  

VideoActive® software is a Real-Time performance software 
with a variety of proprietary functional modules -AlgoBlocks- 
that are assembled and custom connected by the end-user, 
as needed, to perform the following:
*The US Patented Universal Automatic De-Multiplexing module: 
the only fully automated demultiplexing software in the world. 
Demultiplex directly from the VCR/DVR for real-time interactive Demultiplex directly from the VCR/DVR for real-time interactive 
crime investigation.*Lossless Video Acquisition modules for: 
Cognitech’s proprietary CogniUSB2™ card, the Universal HD 2 USB 3
acquisition card, a lossless USB3 UNIVERSAL acquisition card  
DVI/VGA/HDMI 1080p; codec-unlimited DVR Video Aquisition; 
*Auto-Track and Process module: used to cover the faces minors and 
other objects in real-time (no more labor intensive manual selecting 
and covering);*and covering);*Adaptive Video Reprojection: for human biometric , 
measurements even with the camera PTZ present (Patent pending) 
*Multi-Channel Fusion: combines 2 or more videos from different 
viewpoints together using prospective correction and fuses 
information from different cameras together; *Live video reverse
projection photogrammetry; *Camera Calibration; *Real-Time Lens
Correction and many more.
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Eliminate the need for many multiplexers
VideoActive®

Demulplexed view  of selected frames
(split of single mulplexed stream into 
selected frames; this specific demulplexed 
view is panned, zoomed, and subjects are 
tracked interacvely for the invesgaon)

Selected demulplexed frame
(This frame can now be enhanced with the 
Video Invesgator™ soware)

Original mulplexed view 
(mulple inputs into a single stream)

AutoMeasure®
Virtual Crime Scene and biometric 
                          measurements from a video:

Crime Scene Analysis of:
-human dimensions  -  shoe size  -  length/height of a vehicle and many more...

Through the use of revolutionary 3D multi-view registration, 
AutoMeasure® accurately computes any linear, angular, and 
area dimensions, as captured in the crime scene photo images 
or CCTV video frames, such as: Human height, shoe size, dimensions 
of the vehicle, the angles between any lines and surfaces (trajectories 
for ballistics), areas for blood spatter analysis and measuring other 
human 3D biometrics.  human 3D biometrics.  

AutoMeasure® can perform forensic photogrammetry without 
ANY time consuming and human error-prone manual 
measurements.
New features include: *Panorama builder, which accurately produces 
up to a full 360 degree stitched panorama from fisheye images; 
*3D RAMA® Panorama Measure: Measuring in the Entire 360 degree
VVisual Sphere of View; *Ricoh’s Theta 360 degree full panoramic 
camera data.

No time consuming manual measurements required!

Video Investigator¹⁴ is the latest major release of the world’s 
first forensic video processing software suite, the ultimate 
video enhancement, clarification and 3D analysis package. 
It includes over 100 Real-Time Preview modules that 
process and analyze analog and digital surveillance video 
and still images from CCTV cameras, phones and portable 
devices. devices. Video Investigator® empowers investigators and 
forensic video analysts to extract the best evidence, 
computing faster and more intuitively than the competition. 
It is also the only software technology in the world that is 
capable of processing any part of any frame with individual 
parameters.

Fully Loaded Forensic Video Analysis Software
Video Investigator®

Universal Video reader/converter, Cognitech’s patented Lossless Video 
Zipper™, FrameFusion® Reconstruction filter for faces and license plates, 
Crime Scene Optimal Blur Restoration™ with the least possible artifacts, 
Automatic Lens Distortion Correction™(pin-cushion, fish eye, etc), 
Feature-preserving the combined video audio processing with track 
preservation, denoising and background removal capability, 3D 
Motion Estimation™, Panoramic Mosaic™,Motion Estimation™, Panoramic Mosaic™, Automatic Video Stabilization 
and Tracking™, Segmentation of Regions and Motion™, FaceFusion3D 
Reconstruction filter, the Geometric Lens Correction filter and many more.

The tools available in this powerful software package include:
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